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Purpose: To evaluate the efficacy of multi-frequency RF and IPL + MGX combination for treatment of Meibomian Gland 
Dysfunction (MGD).
Patients and Methods: Eligible subjects had signs and moderate-to-severe symptoms of DED (Dry Eye Disease) due to MGD. 
Subjects underwent 4 treatments at 2-week intervals. Each treatment consisted of intense pulsed light (IPL) followed by radio-
frequency (RF) on the periocular skin, followed by meibomian gland expression (MGX). The main outcome measure was the quality 
of meibum in 15 meibomian glands along the lower eyelid, using the modified Meibomian Gland Score (mMGS). The main hypothesis 
was a reduction of mMGS between the baseline (BL) and the follow-up (FU). Other outcome measures, such as symptoms measured 
with the OSDI (Ocular Surface Disease Index) questionnaire, meibography, non-invasive tear break-up time (NIBUT), and matrix 
metallopeptidase 9 (MMP-9) levels in tear samples were evaluated as well.
Results: 31 subjects completed the FU. Between BL and FU, mMGS decreased from 30.4 (8.5) to 9.3 (9.5) (−69.3%, 95% CI: −55.6% 
to −82.9%, p<0.0001); OSDI decreased from 63.6 (17.2) to 25.0 (20.6) (−60.7%, 95% CI: −47.8% to −73.5%, p<0.0001); NIBUT did 
not change (p=0.92). An adjusted model with a historical control was constructed to allow the comparison of these subjects with those 
treated similarly with IPL+MGX (but without RF) in a different study. This analysis identified that the change in mMGS was larger 
when RF was included (−20.9 vs −18.3, adjusted p-value (p_adjusted) <0.05). The difference in OSDI change was not significant 
(−38.1 vs −25.5, p_adjusted = 0.196).
Conclusion: Combination of multi-frequency RF and IPL+MGX improves signs and symptoms of MGD. In comparison to 
a historical control, improvements were generally larger. A randomized controlled study comparing the combination of RF and IPL 
+MGX with IPL+MGX alone is required to further elaborate the relative contribution of RF.
Keywords: IPL, RF, MGD, DED

Introduction
Dry eye disease (DED) is a multifactorial disease of the ocular surface.1,2 A major cause of DED is meibomian gland 
dysfunction (MGD), where the secretion of meibomian glands (MGs) is abnormal, allowing for premature tear 
evaporation.3 Thus, in MGD the ocular surface may be exposed between blinks, resulting in dryness, inflammation, 
and symptoms.4

Various modalities are offered for managing MGD, including lid hygiene, warm compresses, heating apparatuses, tear 
substitutes, pharmacology, debridement, intraductal probing and meibomian gland expression.4–11 Additional approaches 
are Intense Pulsed Light (IPL) and Radiofrequency (RF).

IPL has numerous applications in dermatology, including the treatment of rosacea.12 Since rosacea is highly 
correlated with MGD,13 it was proposed that IPL could be beneficial for MGD as well.14 Indeed, recent studies have 
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demonstrated the improvement of MGD following periocular IPL.15–18 The main mechanism of action is the triggering of 
anti-inflammatory processes that break the vicious cycle of ocular surface inflammation. These include thrombosis of 
disease-driven telangiectasia, photobiomodulation, controlling the population of Demodex parasites and reduction of the 
bacterial load in eyelids.19–21 This approach has recently gained FDA-approval and was recommended by DEWS II.11

Radiofrequency (RF) is a type of electromagnetic wave, transferred from an oscillatory electric field to charged 
particles or dipoles (eg, water molecules) in the target tissue. This generates vibrations of the tissue particles, which 
produce friction between tissue particles and, consequently, heat is generated. Controlled heat generated by RF is useful 
for a variety of medical applications, including surgery, ablation of tumors, tightening of skin tissue, production of heat- 
shock proteins, and pain control.22–24 In dermatology, RF is standard treatment for skin tightening, skin rejuvenation and 
improving skin laxity.23–25 In recent years, RF was proposed as a therapeutic alternative for the management of 
MGD.26,27 It was suggested that the heat generated with RF could be useful for liquefying waxy secretions, unclogging 
MGs, triggering neocollagenesis, expressing of heat-shock proteins, or attenuating inflammatory processes. Nevertheless, 
except for a limited number of studies that demonstrated potential for this approach, this has not been thoroughly 
investigated thus far.

Due to the multifactorial nature of DED, it is sensible to expect that combination treatments would be more effective 
than monotherapies. To the best of our knowledge, the combination of IPL, multi-frequency RF and MGX was not 
previously examined for treatment of subjects with MGD.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Participants were enrolled from July 2022 to October 2022. Eligible participants were men and women aged 22 to 85 
years of age, with signs and symptoms of dry eye disease (DED) due to meibomian gland dysfunction (MGD). The main 
inclusion criteria comprised subjects with moderate to severe DED symptoms (OSDI ≥ 23), signs of MGD, and 
a modified Meibomian Gland Score (mMGS) > 12 in at least one eye. The main exclusion criteria included patients 
with Fitzpatrick skin type V–VI, severe active allergies or other severe uncontrolled eye disorders affecting the ocular 
surface or lid function (not including DED due to MGD), photosensitive medications, use of any eye drops for dry eye 
(excluding artificial lubricants) within 1 month prior to the study, and subjects with more than 75% loss of lower lid 
MGs. During the study, participants were allowed to use artificial lubricants, but no other medications. An informed 
consent was obtained from all participants.

Study Design
This was a prospective, interventional, single arm study, approved by an Institutional Review Board (Sterling IRB, # 
10124). The study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki. The trial was registered in ClinicalTrials.gov 
(NCT05487547) and conducted at 2 sites in the USA.

Outcome Measures
Outcome measures were based on well-accepted diagnostic tests of DED and MGD.28,29 The primary outcome measure 
was the modified Meibomian Gland Score (mMGS), based on the Meibomian Gland Score defined by Lane et al.30 

Briefly, mMGS was calculated as the sum of grades in 15 meibomian glands along the lower eyelid (5 nasal + 5 central + 
5 temporal), each gland graded for meibum quality using a 4-point severity scale (0=clear liquid, 1 = cloudy liquid, 2 = 
inspissated, 3 =blocked). Secondary outcome measures included the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI), non-invasive 
tear break up time (NIBUT), the percentage of Meibomian Gland Loss (%MGL) and the number of expressible 
meibomian glands (Nexpressible). Exploratory outcome measures comprised the Predominant Quality of the meibum 
(PQmeibum), matrix-metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) presence in tear samples, and features of eyelid appearance including 
lid margin thickness (LMT), lid margin vascularity (LMV), conjunctival injection (CJI), and plugged meibomian 
glands (PMG).
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All outcome measures were tested at the baseline (BL) and at a single follow-up (FU) that occurred 4 weeks after the 
4th treatment. mMGS, PQmeibum, and eyelid appearance features were also tested after every treatment session except the 
first session as they were already evaluated at the immediately preceding BL. Nexpress was tested after every treatment 
session including the first, as it was reasoned that MGX would affect this outcome measure.

mMGS
Fifteen MGs along the lower eyelid margin (5 nasal + 5 central + 5 temporal) were expressed, and secretion of each 
gland was graded 0 (clear liquid), 1 (cloudy liquid), 2 (inspissated) or 3 (no expression). mMGS was then calculated as 
the sum of these 15 grades. Range: 0 to 15.

OSDI
Symptoms were self-evaluated with the OSDI questionnaire.31 Range: 0 to 100.

NIBUT
Non-invasive tear breakup time (in seconds) measures the time between full opening of eyelids after a blink and first appearance of 
a break in the tear film. This was implemented with the analysis software of the Antares system (CSO, Florence, Italy).

% MGL
Each eyelid was everted, and an infra-red image was captured with the Antares system. % MGL (area occupied by MGs 
in this subject, divided by the area of MGs occupied in a healthy individual) was evaluated by meibography, using the 
Phoenix software of the Antares system.

Nexpressible

All MGs were squeezed, and the number of glands producing any secretion was counted per eyelid.

MMP-9
Tear samples were collected from the inferior fornix. Presence of MMP-9 was tested with the InflammaDry assay 
(Pathogen Screening, Sarasota FL, USA).

PQmeibum

The predominant quality of the meibum was judged by the study investigator, based on global estimation of meibum 
quality. Values: clear liquid, cloudy liquid, inspissated and blocked.

Eyelid Appearance
LMV, LMT, CJI and PMG were estimated by biomicroscopy at the slit lamp. Values: normal, mild, moderate, and severe.

Intervention
Subjects were treated at BL and at 3 additional visits, with 2 weeks intervals. Duration of each treatment session was 
about 20 minutes (10 minutes of IPL, immediately followed by 10 minutes of RF, immediately followed by MGX). 
A single FU visit was conducted 4 weeks after the 4th treatment.

Intense Pulsed Light (IPL)
Before IPL administration, both eyes of the subject were occluded with disposable eye patches. A thin layer of 
transparent coupling gel was spread over the treatment area, which consisted of the malar region (from tragus to tragus, 
including the nose), up to the lower edge of the eye patches (a few mm below the lower lid margins). IPL was 
administered with an OptiLight system (Lumenis Be, Yokneam, Israel) using a 590 nm high-pass filter. Two handpieces 
were used, each in 2 passes along the same treatment area: one handpiece was the universal IPL handpiece with 
a rectangular 35×15 mm lightguide, using fluences of 12 to 19 J/cm2 (depending on Fitzpatrick skin type); the second 
handpiece was the OPT handpiece with a circular (6 mm in diameter) lightguide. The OPT handpiece is unique to the 
OptiLight system, which was specifically designed for use in small areas such as below the lower eyelids and around the 
nostrils. In this study, the OPT handpiece was used with fluences of 11 to 14 J/cm2 (depending on Fitzpatrick skin type).
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Radiofrequency (RF)
Monopolar RF was administered with a NueraTight device (Bios Srl, Vimodrone, Italy) using a 20 mm capacitive 
handpiece. Prior to treatment, a uniform layer of coupling cream was applied to the skin to separate it from the RF probe. 
Target skin temperature was set to 41°C. RF was applied in a continuous C-shape motion along the orbital rim, from 
supraorbital foramen to anterior lacrimal crest. After the skin temperature reached its target per side, RF was applied for 
2.5 min at 1MHz and for 2.5 min at 4MHz.

Meibomian Gland Expression (MGX)
RF was followed with forced MGX, using a dedicated forceps (Sight Science, Menlo Park, CA, USA).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were done with excel and JMP (SAS, Cary NC, USA).

Analysis Sets
For variables in which FU was compared to BL (paired tests), analysis considered 31 subjects who completed the study 
(Per Protocol set, PP). For variables tested longitudinally, the analysis was applied on 33 subjects who started the study 
(Intention to Treat set, ITT). For longitudinal analyses, missing values were imputed with sample averages.

Descriptive Statistics
For continuous variables, normal distribution was tested with the Shapiro–Wilk test, and descriptive statistics were 
expressed with means, standard deviation (SD) and 95% confidence intervals. For ordinal variables, descriptive statistics 
included counts (N) and percentages (%).

Statistical Tests
Statistical significance (α) was set to 0.05. For continuous variables, intra-subject correlation was removed by analyzing 
the “average eye” (average of variable in the right and left eyes). For comparison between BL and FU, the probability (p) 
to reject H0 (no difference between BL and FU) was tested with a double-sided paired t-test for continuous variables, or 
with a chi-square / Fisher’s exact test for ordinal variables. For repeated measures over time, the probability (P) to reject 
H0 (no longitudinal change within subjects) was tested with a multiple analysis of variance (F-test) for normal 
distribution at BL, or with the non-parametric Dunn’s test if otherwise.

Comparison of the Current Study with a Historical Control (HC)
To estimate the contribution of RF, results of the current study were compared to data from 45 MGD subjects collected in 
a previously published study, where subjects were treated with IPL + MGX alone.15 Of these 45 subjects (ITT set of HC), 
39 completed the FU (PP set of HC). Noteworthy, the two studies were similar in treatment parameters, regimen, and 
schedule. There was also an overlap in some of the tested outcome measures. In addition, in HC the treatment was 
performed with the M22 system (Lumenis), a predecessor of the OptiLight system, with identical core technology. IPL 
settings used in the two studies were the same. The only significant difference between the M22 and OptiLight system is 
the addition of the OPT handpiece in the latter, which is more convenient for the treating physician when administering 
IPL pulses in small areas such as below the lower eyelids. In both studies, mMGS, Nexpress and OSDI were measured 
using similar methods. Consequently, mMGS, Nexpress, and OSDI could be directly compared. Comparison of the tear 
breakup time was less straightforward as an inclusion criterion was applied in HC (tear breakup time ≤ 7sec). Hence, for 
the sake of comparison, in the current study we analyzed only subjects with NIBUT ≤ 7sec. Per each outcome measure 
tested, comparison of the current study and HC was done only at time points that were identical in both studies.

For a fair comparison between the current study and HC, per each examined variable the differences in baseline 
values were taken into account by fitting a Least Squares Mean (LSM) model with the identity of the data set (current 
study or HC) as the independent variable, and the value at BL pre-Tx1 (or post-Tx1 if a pre-Tx1 measurement was not 
available) as a covariate. Probabilities testing the difference between the current study and the HC are denoted padjusted 

for paired comparisons of BL and FU, or Padjusted for comparison of longitudinal changes within subjects.
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Participant Flow
Thirty-four subjects were screened between July and October 2022. One subject was excluded due to ocular surgery 
within 3 months prior to screening. Two subjects were lost to follow-up (One was treated once but was too nervous to 
continue; One was treated twice but could not continue due to distance from home).

Results
Demographics
No subject with a systemic disease that could affect the ocular surface was included in this study. In the PP set (N=31), 
age was 52.1±16.0 years (95% CI: 46.5, 57.7); 27 (87.1%) were women; 2 (6.4%), 17 (54.8%), 11 (35.4%) and 1 (3.2%) 
had Fitzpatrick skin type I, II, III, and IV, respectively. In the ITT set (N=33), age was 51.8±15.6 years (95% CI: 46.5, 
57.2); 29 (87.9%) were women; 2 (6.1%), 18 (54.5%), 12 (36.4%) and 1 (3.0%) had Fitzpatrick skin type I, II, III, and IV, 
respectively. Participants were Caucasian (N=30), Asian/Pacific (N=1), American Indian (N=1), or Hispanic/Latino 
(N=1). Before the study, no patient was treated with RF, and 3 patients were treated with IPL.

Baseline Values
Baseline values of all outcome measures are summarized in Table 1. For variables compared at BL and FU, the analysis set 
was PP (N=31 average eyes for continuous variables or N=62 eyes for ordinal variables): mMGS, OSDI, NIBUT, %MGL 

Table 1 Baseline Values of Outcome Measures

Outcome Measure Set (N) Category  
(Ordinal Levels)

BL (Pre-Tx1) Shapiro–Wilk Test 
p-value  
(H0 = Normal 
Distribution)

mMGS: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] PP (31 average eyes) -- 30.4±8.5 [27.4, 33.4] 0.22

mMGS: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] ITT (33 average eyes) -- 31.0±8.6 [20.4, 41.5] 0.15

OSDI: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] PP (31 subjects) -- 63.6±17.2 [57.5, 69.7] 0.46

NIBUT (sec): μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] PP (31 average eyes) -- 9.6±4.9 [7.9, 11.3] 0.11

%MGL in LL: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] PP (31 average eyes) -- 37.5±9.4 [34.2, 40.8] 0.45

%MGL in UL: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] PP (31 average eyes) -- 32.2±9.6 [28.8, 35.6] 0.65

Nexpressible in LL: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] ITT (33 average eyes) -- 12.9±7.6 [10.3, 15.5] 0.09

Nexpressible in UL: μ±σ [95% CI: low, high] ITT (33 average eyes) -- 8.9±5.6 [6.9, 10.8] 0.22

InflammaDry Test  

N (%)

PP (62 eyes) Negative 2 (3.2%) --

Positive 60 (96.8%)

Total 62 (100%)

PQmeibum in LL  

N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Clear Liquid 2 (3.0%) --

Cloudy Liquid 8 (12.1%)

Inspissated 28 (42.4%)

No Expression 28 (42.4%)

Total 66 (100%)

(Continued)
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were normally distributed; BL means were 30.4±8.5 (mMGS), 63.6±17.2 (OSDI), 9.6±4.9 sec (NIBUT), 37.5±9.4% (% 
MGL in LL) and 32.3±9.6% (%MGL in UL). For the InflammaDry test, 60 eyes of 30 subjects had a positive result.

For variables repeatedly measured over time, the analysis set was ITT (N=33 average eyes for continuous variables or 66 eyes 
for ordinal variables). mMGS, Nexpressible in LL and Nexpressible in UL were normally distributed; BL means were 31.0±8.6 
(mMGS), 12.9±7.7 (Nexpress in LL) and 8.9±5.6 (Nexpress in UL). For PQmeibum, the number of eyes with clear liquid meibum, 

Table 1 (Continued). 

Outcome Measure Set (N) Category  
(Ordinal Levels)

BL (Pre-Tx1) Shapiro–Wilk Test 
p-value  
(H0 = Normal 
Distribution)

PQmeibum in UL  

N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Clear Liquid 0 --

Cloudy Liquid 5 (7.6%)

Inspissated 29 (43.9%)

No Expression 32 (48.5%)

Total 66 (100%)

LMV  
N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Normal 4 (6.1%) --

Mild 22 (33.3%)

Moderate 30 (45.5%)

Severe 10 (15.2%)

Total 66 (100%)

LMT  

N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Normal 22 (33.3%) --

Mild 19 (28.8%)

Moderate 23 (34.8%)

Severe 2 (3.0%)

Total 66 (100%)

CJI  
N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Normal 18 (27.3%) --

Mild 33 (50.0%)

Moderate 15 (22.7%)

Severe 0

Total 66 (100%)

PMG  

N (%)

ITT (66 eyes) Normal 5 (7.6%) --

Mild 10 (15.2%)

Moderate 31 (47.0%)

Severe 20 (30.3%)

Total 66 (100%)

Abbreviations: N, Count; %, Percentage; μ, mean; σ, Standard Deviation; 95% CI [low, high], 95% confidence interval; PP, Per Protocol set; ITT, Intention to Treat set; 
Nexpressible, Number of expressible glands; LL, lower lid; UL, upper lid; PQmeibum, Predominant Quality of meibum; LMV, Lid Margin Vascularity; LMT, Lid Margin Thickness; 
CJI, Conjunctival Injection; PMG, Plugged Meibomian Glands.
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cloudy liquid meibum, inspissated meibum and no expression were 2 (3.0%), 8 (12.1%), 28 (42.4%) and 28 (42.4%) respectively 
in LL; and 0, 5 (7.6%), 29 (43.9%) and 32 (48.5%) respectively in UL. For features of eyelid appearance, the number of eyes with 
normal, mild, moderate and severe levels were 4 (6.1%), 22 (33.3%), 30 (45.5%) and 10 (15.2%) respectively for LMV; 22 
(33.3%), 19 (28.8%), 23 (34.8%) and 2 (3.0%) respectively for LMT; 18 (27.3%), 33 (50%), 15 (22.7%) and 0 respectively for 
CJI; and 5 (7.6%), 10 (15.2%), 31 (47%) and 20 (30.3%) respectively for PMG.

Change of Outcome Measures Tested at BL and FU
Table 2 (8th column) summarizes the values of all variables measured at FU. Figure 1 illustrates the value of variables 
measured at BL and FU. mMGS (Figure 1A), OSDI (Figure 1B) and %MGL in both eyelids improved (Figure 1D and E). 

Table 2 Outcome Measures Tested Throughout the Study

Outcome 
Measure

Statistics Category Post-Tx1 Post-Tx2 Post-Tx3 Post-Tx4 FU P-value

mMGS  

(PP set)

N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 31 

9.3±9.5 

[6.0, 12.7] 

-21.0 (69.3%)

p<0.0001

mMGS  

(ITT set)

N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 33 

20.6±10.2 

[17.1, 24.1] 

-10.4 (−33.5%)

33 

19.3±11.2 

[15.5, 23.1] 

-11.7 (−37.8%)

33 12.8±7.6 

[10.2, 15.4] 

-18.2 (−58.6%)

33 

9.3±9.2 

[6.2, 12.5] 

-21.7 (−69.8%)

P<0.0001

OSDI N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 31 

25.0±20.6 

[17.8, 32.2] 

-38.6 (−60.7%)

p<0.0001

NIBUT (sec) N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 31 

9.7±3.9 

[8.3, 11.1] 

0.1 (+1.2%)

p=0.92

%MGL in LL N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 31 

22.2±8.8 

[19.1, 25.3] 

-15.3 (−40.8%)

p<0.0001

%MGL in UL N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

N/A 31 

23.2±8.8 

[20.1, 26.3] 

-9.0 (−28%)

p<0.0001

Nexpressible in 

LL

N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 

Variable

33 

15.7±6.5 

[13.5, 17.9] 2.8 

(+21.7%)

33 (imput.) 

21.0±6.1 

[19.0, 23.0] 

8.1 (+62.8%)

33 (imput.) 

22.8±5.0 

[21.1, 24.5] 

9.9 (+76.7%)

33 (imput.) 26.0 

±2.9 

[25.0, 27.0] 

13.1 (+101.6)

33 (imput.) 

26.8±2.7 

[25.9, 27.7] 

13.9 (+107.8%)

P<0.0001

Nexpressible in 

UL

N 

μ±σ [95% CI] 

Δ (%Δ)

Continuous 33 

13.2±5.5 

[11.3, 15.1] 

4.3 (+48.3%)

33 (imput.) 

18.4±6.8 

[16.1, 20.7] 

9.5 (+106.7%)

33 (imput.) 21.1 

±4.7 

[19.5, 22.7] 

12.2 (+137.1%)

33 (imput.) 24.1 

±4.0 

[22.7, 25.5] 

15.2 (+170.9%)

33 (imput.) 

26.0±3.4 

[24.8, 27.2] 

17.1 (+192.1%)

P<0.0001

InflammaDry 

Test

N (%) Negative N/A 6 (9.7%) p=0.27

Positive 56 (90.3%)

Total 62 (100%

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued). 

Outcome 
Measure

Statistics Category Post-Tx1 Post-Tx2 Post-Tx3 Post-Tx4 FU P-value

PQmeibum in LL N (%) Clear liquid N/A 12 (18.8%) 14 (22.6%) 21 (33.9%) 34 (54.8%) –

Cloudy liquid 19 (29.7%) 17 (27.4%) 33 (53.2%) 21 (33.9%)

Inspissated 27 (42.2%) 26 (41.9%) 8 (12.9%) 6 (9.7%)

No expression 6 (9.4%) 5 (8.1%) 0 1 (1.6%)

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

PQmeibum in 

UL

N (%) Clear liquid N/A 11 (17.2%) 20 (32.3%) 28 (45.2%) 40 (64.5%) –

Cloudy liquid 14 (21.9%) 12 (19.4%) 23 (37.1%) 19 (30.6%)

Inspissated 29 (45.3%) 30 (48.4%) 11 (17.7%) 3 (4.8%)

No expression 10 (15.6%) 0 0 0

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

LMV N (%) Normal N/A 6 (9.4%) 10 (16.1%) 19 (30.6%) 25 (40.3%) –

Mild 24 (37.5%) 27 (43.5%) 30 (48.4%) 29 (46.8%)

Moderate 32 (50.0%) 23 (37.1%) 13 (21.0%) 8 (12.9%)

Severe 2 (3.1%) 2 (3.2%) 0 0

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

LMT N (%) Normal N/A 28 (43.8%) 26 (41.9%) 46 (74.2%) 52 (83.9%) –

Mild 34 (53.1%) 32 (51.6%) 16 (25.8%) 10 (16.1%)

Moderate 2 (3.1%) 4 (6.5%) 0 0

Severe 0 0 0 0

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

CJI N (%) Normal N/A 30 (46.9%) 30 (48.4%) 52 (83.9%) 52 (83.9%) –

Mild 22 (34.4%) 30 (48.4%) 10 (16.1%) 8 (12.9%)

Moderate 12 (18.8%) 2 (3.2%) 0 2 (3.2%)

Severe 0 0 0 0

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

PGM N (%) Normal N/A 5 (7.8%) 13 (21.0%) 23 (37.1%) 42 (67.7%) –

Mild 24 (37.5%) 18 (29.0%) 29 (46.8%) 17 (27.4%)

Moderate 35 (54.7%) 30 (48.4%) 10 (16.1%) 3 (4.8%)

Severe 0 1 (3.0%) 0 0

Total 64 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%) 62 (100%)

Abbreviations: N, Count; %, Percentage; μ, mean; σ, Standard Deviation; 95% CI [low, high], 95% confidence interval; Δ, Change from BL; %Δ, relative change from BL; N/ 
A, not available; p, H0 = no difference between BL and FU; P, H0 = no longitudinal change of repeated measures within subjects (MANOVA or Dunn’s test). Nexpressible, 
Number of expressible glands; LL, lower lid; UL, upper lid; PQmeibum, Predominant Quality of meibum; LMV, Lid Margin Vascularity; LMT, Lid Margin Thickness; CJI, 
Conjunctival Injection; PMG, Plugged Meibomian Glands.
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Relative to BL, mMGS decreased by −21.0±11.8 (95% CI: −25.2,-16.9; %Δ: −69.3%; p<0.0001), OSDI decreased by −38.6 
±23.3 (95% CI: −46.8,-30.4; %Δ: −60.7%; p<0.0001), %MGL decreased by −15.3±10.7% (95% CI: −19.1%,-11.5%; %Δ: 
−40.8%; p<0.0001) in LL, and by −9.0±9.8% (95% CI: −12.5%,-5.6%; %Δ: −28.0%; p<0.0001) in UL.

With respect to NIBUT (Figure 1C), there was no change between BL and FU (95% CI: −2.0, 2.2; %Δ: +1.2%; p = 
0.92). However, when 13 subjects with normal NIBUT (>10 sec) at BL were excluded from the analysis, NIBUT 
increased by 3.8 sec (95% CI: 1.7, 6.0; %Δ: +61.8%; p<0.0001).

For MMP-9 presence (Figure 1F), the number of positive InflammaDry tests decreased from 60 (96.8%) to 56 
(90.3%), but the change was not significant (p=0.61).

Outcome Measures Tested Longitudinally
Variables measured longitudinally are summarized in Table 2 (4th to 8th columns). Figure 2 illustrates the value of 
variables measured at BL and longitudinally. For all continuous variables, in comparison to BL the means gradually 
improved with time: mMGS (Figure 2A) decreased by −33.5%, −37.8%, −58.6% and −69.8% at Tx2, Tx3, Tx4 and FU, 
respectively (P<0.0001); Nexpressible in LL (Figure 2C, solid curve) increased by +22.1%, +63.3%, +77.5%, +102% and 
+108.5% immediately after Tx1, Tx2, Tx3, Tx4 and FU, respectively (P<0.0001); and Nexpressible in UL (Figure 2C, 
dotted curve) increased by +49.1%, +107.7%, +138%, +172.2% and +193.9% immediately after Tx1, Tx2, Tx3, Tx4 and 
FU, respectively (P<0.0001).

With respect to ordinal variables, usually and unless noted otherwise the number of eyes with normal or mild 
condition gradually increased with time, and the number of eyes with moderate or severe condition gradually decreased 
with time.

For PQmeibum in LL (Figure 2D, Left), from BL to FU the number of eyes with clear liquid or cloudy meibum 
increased from 2 (3%) to 34 (54.8%) and from 8 (12.1%) to 21 (33.9%), respectively; and the number of eyes with 

Figure 1 Change of outcome measures between BL and FU (paired comparison). PP set (N=31); Error bars: standard deviations; ****p <0.0001; N/S: Not significant. Except 
for OSDI, means and proportions were calculated for the average eye (see Methods). (A) Means of mMGS (the primary outcome). (B) Means of OSDI. (C) Means of NIBUT 
for all eyes (leftmost 2 bars) and for eyes with NIBUT<10 sec at BL (rightmost 2 bars). (D) Means of %meibomian gland loss (Meibography) in the lower lids. (E) Means of % 
meibomian gland loss (Meibography) in the upper lids. (F) Number of eyes with Negative and Positive results of the InflammaDry test.
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inspissated meibum or blocked MGs decreased from 28 (42.4%) to 6 (9.7%) and from 28 (42.4%) to 1 (1.6%), 
respectively. For PQmeibum in UL (Figure 2D, Right), from BL to FU the number of eyes with clear liquid meibum or 
cloudy liquid meibum increased from 0 to 40 (64.5%) and from 5 (7.6%) to 19 (30.6%), respectively; and the number of 
eyes with inspissated meibum and blocked glands decreased from 29 (43.9%) to 3 (4.8%) and from 32 (48.5%) to 0, 
respectively.

Similar trends were observed in eyelid appearance. For LMV (Figure 2B, Top left), from BL to FU the number of 
eyes with normal or mild condition increased from 4 (6.1%) to 25 (40.3%) and from 22 (33.3%) to 29 (46.8%), 
respectively; and the number of eyes with moderate or severe condition decreased from 30 (45.5%) to 8 (12.9%) and 
from 10 (15.2%) to 0, respectively. For LMT (Figure 2B, Top right), from BL to FU the number of eyes with normal 
condition increased from 22 (33.3%) to 52 (83.9%); and the number of eyes with mild, moderate or severe condition 
decreased from 19 (28.8%) to 10 (16.1%), from 23 (34.8%) to 0, and from 2 (3%) to 0, respectively. For CJI (Figure 2B, 
Bottom left), from BL to FU the number of eyes with normal condition increased from 18 (27.3%) to 52 (83.9%); and the 
number of eyes with mild or moderate condition decreased from 33 (50%) to 8 (12.9%), and from 15 (22.7%) to 2 
(3.2%), respectively. For PMG (Figure 2B, Bottom right), from BL to FU the number of eyes with normal and mild 
condition increased from 5 (7.6%) to 42 (67.7%) and from 10 (15.2%) to 17 (27.4%), respectively; and the number of 
eyes with moderate and severe condition decreased from 31 (47.0%) to 3 (4.8%) and from 20 (30.3%) to 0, respectively.

Figure 2 Longitudinal changes of outcome measures from BL to FU. ITT set. All means for continuous variables and proportions for ordinal variables were calculated for the 
average eye (Methods). For longitudinal analysis of means, missing values for two subjects who were lost to follow-up were imputed (Methods); Error bars: standard 
deviations; ****p<0.0001; BL: Immediately before the 1st treatment (D0); Tx1, Tx2, Tx3, and Tx4: Immediately after the 1st treatment (D0), 2nd treatment (D14), 3rd 
treatment (D28) and 4th treatment (D42), respectively; FU: Follow-up 4 weeks after the 4th treatment (D70). (A) Longitudinal change in the means of mMGS. (B) 
Longitudinal change in number of eyes with normal, mild, moderate or severe condition of lid margin vascularity (LMV), lid margin thickness (LMT), conjunctival injection 
(CJI) and plugged meibomian glands (PMG). (C) Longitudinal change in the means of Nexpressible in LL and UL (dotted line). For graphical clarity, per each curve half of the 
standard deviation is displayed (in opposite directions to prevent overlap). (D) Longitudinal change in the number of eyes where the Predominant Quality of the meibum 
(PQmeibum) is clear liquid, cloudy liquid, inspissated or no expression in LL and UL.
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Post-Hoc Analyses (BL vs FU)
To estimate the contribution of RF, results of the current study were compared to data from subjects previously treated 
with IPL+MGX alone, referred to as the Historical Control (HC) (Figure 3). For change of BL versus FU, the PP sets of 
both studies were compared.

mMGS (Figure 3A) improved in both studies, with a larger decrease in the current study (Current study: −21.0±11.8 
[95% CI: −16.9,-25.2]; HC: −18.5±11.5 [95% CI: −14.9,-22.1]; padjusted <0.05). OSDI (Figure 3B) improved in both studies, 
with no statistically significant difference (Current study: −38.6±23.3 [95% CI: −30.4,-46.8]; HC: −25.9±22.5 [95% CI: 
−18.8,-32.9]; padjusted = 0.196). With respect to NIBUT, comparison was not straightforward as an inclusion criterion in HC 
was a tear breakup time ≤ 7 sec, whereas there was no such restriction in the current study. To account for this difference, for 
this post-hoc analysis we compared results of HC with a sub-group of 9 subjects from the current study in whom NIBUT was 
≤7sec at BL (Figure 3C). Under these conditions, the tear breakup time increased in both studies, with a larger increase in the 
current study (Current study: 5.8±3.3 sec [95% CI: 3.7, 8.0]; HC: 2.0±2.5 sec [95% CI: 1.2, 2.8]; padjusted<0.001).

Post-Hoc Analyses (Longitudinal)
A similar analysis was done to compare Nexpressible in LL and UL (Figure 3D and E). The ITT sets of both studies were 
compared, with missing values imputed in both studies. In HC these outcome measures were tested after each treatment 
session (after Tx1, Tx2, Tx3, and Tx4), but not at FU. Hence, comparison between the current study and HC was 
restricted to these time points.

In LL, for the non-adjusted data Nexpressible increased from 15.7±6.5 [95% CI: 13.5, 17.9] to 25.9±2.9 [95% CI: 25.0, 
26.9] in the current study (%Δ: +65.1%; P<0.0001), and from 11.5±6.2 [95% CI: 9.7, 13.3] to 20.2±6.9 [95% CI: 18.2, 
22.2] in HC (%Δ: +75.8%; P<0.0001); in an adjusted model that took account of BL differences (Methods), Nexpressible 

increased from 13.2 to 25.0 in the current study (%Δ: +89.4.0%; P<0.0001), and from 13.2 to 20.9 in HC (%Δ: +58.3%; 
P<0.0001). The difference was statistically significant (padjusted <0.05).

Figure 3 Comparison between the current study and an historical control (HC). Blue Bars: Current study. Red Bars: HC; Δ: Difference between FU and BL; ***: p<0.001, 
**: p<0.01, *: p<0.05, N/S: Not significant. (A) Comparison of mMGS in Current Study and HC. (B) Comparison of OSDI in Current Study and HC. (C). Comparison of 
NIBUT in Current Study and TBUT in HC. For the sake of fair comparison, in the current study subjects with NIBUT > 7 sec at BL were excluded. (D) Longitudinal 
comparison of Nexpressible in LL of the current study (blue curves) and HC (red curves). Solid curves represent the actual means. Dotted curves represent results of a model 
in which baseline differences were eliminated. (E) Same as D, for Nexpressible in UL.
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In UL, for the non-adjusted data Nexpressible increased from 13.2±5.5 [95% CI: 11.3, 15.1] to 24.1±4.0 [95% CI: 22.7, 
25.5] in the current study (%Δ: 82.5%), and from 10.3±7.8 [95% CI: 8.1, 12.6] to 16.2±9.1 [95% CI: 13.6, 18.9] in HC 
(%Δ: +57.3%; P<0.0001); in the adjusted model, Nexpressible increased from 11.6 to 23.0 in the current study (%Δ: 
+98.3%; P<0.0001), and from 11.6 to 17.0 in HC (%Δ: +46.6%; P<0.0001). Here as well, the difference was statistically 
significant (padjusted <0.01).

Adverse Events
The safety population included 33 subjects. One subject experienced moderate bilateral conjunctivitis after the 4th 
treatment. The study investigator determined that this event was not related to the study devices or procedures. No other 
adverse event was reported.

Discussion
This study examined the effects of IPL combined with multi-frequency RF and followed by MGX in a population of 
subjects with moderate to severe MGD. The rationale to employ multiple frequencies of RF was to target various levels 
in the target tissue, in an effort to improve treatment efficacy.

The study population included patients with Fitzpatrick skin types I to IV, in line with FDA-approval. Significant 
improvements were observed in numerous parameters of meibomian gland function: the meibum quality of 15 glands 
along the lower eyelids (the primary outcome measure), the predominant quality of the meibum, the number of 
expressible glands, and the percentage of meibomian gland loss. Significant improvements were also observed in the 
appearance of eyelids, and in self-evaluation of symptoms with the OSDI questionnaire. One outcome measure that did 
not show improvement was the non-invasive tear breakup time (NIBUT), however this was due to the inclusion of 
subjects with a normal NIBUT at baseline. In a sub-group of subjects with abnormal (≤ 10 sec) NIBUT values at the 
baseline, NIBUT significantly improved as well. Another outcome measure that did not show significant change was the 
proportion of negative InflammaDry tests.

In feasibility studies or in the development stage of a novel treatment modality, historical controls (HCs) are often 
used as a supplementation or replacement of a control arm.32,33 In a post-hoc comparison of the current study with an HC 
in which MGD subjects were treated with IPL+MGX alone, improvements were more pronounced in the current study. 
Based on these preliminary results, it is tempting to propose that IPL and RF exhibit a synergic effect. Two independent 
mechanisms of action could explain such an interaction: (1) In subjects suffering from MGD, meibum quality is often 
low, with an elevated viscosity that impedes MGX. In principle, reducing the viscosity of the meibum back to normal 
levels could be achieved by a sustained increase of gland temperature by several degrees.21 Due to the pulsed nature of 
IPL, any increase in skin temperature following IPL treatment is likely modest and short-lived. Craig et al, for instance, 
measured an increase in skin temperature of less than 1 °C immediately after IPL.34 In this setting, immediately 
subsequent MGX would likely encounter meibum that has remained or returned to pre-treatment viscosity. In contrast, 
with RF, the signal is continuous, allowing the temperature to rise quickly and substantially, for example to 40–41 °C, as 
in this study. Such an effect may allow for subsequent MGX to be more efficient. (2) Another possible interaction 
between IPL and RF is the remodeling of collagen fibers within and around the eyelids. One of the causes of DED is 
inefficient blinking due to skin laxity of the eyelids and age-dependent loss of collagen elasticity.35 At controlled 
temperatures, RF causes a thermal injury in the dermis that stimulates a wound-healing response leading to new skin 
formation and the production of new collagen fibers.36,37 IPL, on the other hand, boosts neocollagenesis by photo-
biomodulation. Several studies have found that light in the red and near-infra red spectrum activates fibroblasts and 
enhances their collagen-production output.38,39 Thus, IPL and RF may have complementary roles in collagen remodeling, 
resulting in faster rejuvenation of collagen fibers, more rapid improvement in blinking efficacy, leading to increased relief 
of signs and symptoms of DED.

Comparison of the current study, where subjects were treated with IPL+RF+MGX, with an HC, where subjects were 
treated with IPL+MGX, should be interpreted with caution. Indeed, when using historical controls many potential biases 
need to be accounted for.32 The better results in our study may be due to statistical chance, variations in study 
populations, different ways of performing the same tests, or small technical differences between the IPL devices used. 
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To support the hypothesis that multi-frequency RF has a contribution on top of IPL and MGX, a powered randomized 
control study is needed. This said, comparison of our study with an HC is still valuable as it provides a rough estimate for 
the expected effect size. Such information could be useful for designing powered randomized control studies in the 
future. Other limitations of the current study include a small sample size and a modest follow-up duration. Further studies 
with better patient selection, control groups, larger sample size, longer follow-ups and more sites are needed to better 
elaborate the merits of this approach.

Conclusion
In subjects with moderate to severe DED due to MGD, a series of four treatments consisting of a combination of IPL, 
multi-frequency RF and MGX decreased symptoms, improved meibum quality and the appearance of eyelids, increased 
the number of expressible glands, and decreased meibomian gland loss. In comparison to a historical control where 
subjects were treated with IPL and MGX only, improvements in the current study were generally larger. This suggests 
that multi-frequency RF may have an added value on top of IPL and MGX. Further studies, with larger sample size and 
control groups, are needed to examine this possibility.
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